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ABOUTSOUND

This boohlet is Intended for anyone requiring a know/edge of_the
fundamentMs of acoustics and noise. It provides enough detail to allow the
reader to become familiar with the physical phenomenon of sound and how
it is propagated, described, uod, re a certain degree, perceived, A blbliogo
rophy Is provided for those requiting more de_i/ed technical #Iformatlon
on specific aspectsof this expansivesubject.

Basic Properties of Sound Waves

Sound wavesoccur in a medium havingthe propertiesof massand
elasticity. For our purposes,this medium is consideredto beair.

Air consists of gasmolecules that are distributed fairly evenly and
that move around in a random fashion.Air exertsa pressure(atmospheric)
of about 14.7 Ib/In.2, which is roughly equivalentto 106 dynes/era2. This
atmospheric pressureIs directly related to the density (massper unit vol-
ume) of the air.

Becauseair possesse_both inertia and elasticity, sound wavescan be
propagatedin it. The inertia of air is due to its weight, 0.075 pound per
cubic foot. Elasticity is the characteristic that tends to pull a displaced
partlc[e (the molecule) back to its original resting position,The transfer
of momentum, through molecular displacement,from the displacedmote-
cult to an adjacent one is the mechanismof sound wave propagation.

When a vibrating object movesoutward Itcompressesa layer of air
surrounding it. This compressiontravelsoutward, dissipatingin relation
to the energy that created it. As the vibratingoblect moves inward, the
surrounding air Is rarefied. This rarefactiontravels outward in a manner
similar to the compression. The result is therefore a seriesof alternating
compressions and rarefactions, In sympathy with the vibrations. This is
illustrated [n figure 1,

The number of times per secondthat thewave passesfrom a period
of compression,through a period of rarefaction, and startsanother com-
presslon period is referred to as the frequencyof the wave, Frequency
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Figure1

The upper curve In [he figure lbows how pressure varies
above _nd below averagewith distance _t a given time,
The fewer curve showshow velocity varies, above zero

{Ih*l[ is, molecules moving to the right) _nd below zero
(thatIs, molecuJesmoving to the left), The dislance (A)
between crests of both curves is Ihe wavelength of the
SOUnd.

is expressedincyclesper second,or hertz(Hz). Thedistancetraveledby
the wave throughonecomplete(:ycleis referredto as the wavelength
(Figure2),
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The rate at which the molecular displacementoccurs is termed the particle
velocity of the wave, or displacementper unit of time. This isHhJstratedin
Figure 3. Undernormal conditionsof temperatureand pressure,the velocity
of sound inair is1100 feet per second,

Note: Wavelength vs. Frequency. The higher the frequency, the
shorter the wavelengthand vice versa. A tone of 20 Hz hasa wave-
length of 55 feet. (Wavelengthx frequency = 1100 ft/sec In air).

T+rno O*0TSe,c 0.02 Se¢_R ' '

i_ Distante from Saurce in Feet

Figure 3

Intensity and Loudness

Sound propagatedfrom a simple source radiatesmor_ or lessequally
rn all directions from that source, formingwhat might becalleda sphereof
acoustic power. The power is expressed as watts/m2. Since the power
sphere increasesproportionally with the Increase in distance from the
source,the power per unit of area, or intensity, decreasesbecausuthu con-
stant power quantity Is beingdistributed over an expandingarea. Figure4
providesart Irlustrationof thisprinciple,

The acousticpower radiated from a sourcecannot be conveniently
measured in watts by Instruments. However_the changesin atmospheric
pressurecausedby the sound wave can be determined so as to provide
a meaningful measure.The fluctuation aboveandberow the normal atmo.
spheric pressure Is called the sound pressureand is the most common
measure of strength of a sound or noise. Sound pressure measure.
meatsand the unitsof specil_'lngintensity arethe basesfor:

I. Human hearing levels, since the ear is most sensiOveto sound
propagatedin air.

2. Noiselevelsof variousnoise producingsources.
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3. Reference and calibration levels (pressures) ['or audiometers
andother suchequipment.

4. Computationof power wattagelevels.

The Decibel

The Intensity of the faintest soundthat the normal personcanhear is
about 0.0000000000001 watts/m2; the intensity of soundproduced by a
Saturnrocket at liftoff is greater than 100,000,000 watts/m2, a range of
100,000,000,000,000,000,000. There is a shnpier way to represent these
numbers,however: scientific notation. In scientific notation, numbersare
represented as numbers between I and 10, multiplied by 10 raised to
somepower. For example, the number 10 canbe representedasone times
10 (I .0 x 10), the number100 as10 squared(1.0 x 102), the number 1000
as one times 10 cubed (1.0 x 103), and so on. In the samemanner, 0.001
canbe representedas 1.0 x 10.3 G'_, 0.01 as 1.0 x 10"2/T'_, etc. Tile
following list gives"examplesof nuM6e-r_'representedin scientific hotation:

Number Scientific Notation

0.0025 2.5 x 10 .3
2.5 2,5 x 100 (100 = 1.0)
250 2.5 x 102
2,500,000 2.5 x lO_
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Using scientific notation, we can represent the intensity of the faint-
est audible sound as 1.0 x 10"12 watts/ m 2 and the soundintensity pro-
duced by the Saturn rocket as1,0 x 10s watts/m2. Now, supposewedivide
all of the numbers in our range of valuesby the lowestone (1.0 × 10"t2).
Our range now extends from 1,0 to 1.0 x 10_°, Most of uswould find it
difficult to use a measurement scalewith such a large range. Fortunately,
we canuseanother mathematicalnotation to compressthe scaleof numbers
into one that is more comprehensible:the logarithmic scale.The logarithm
(log) of a number ls the power to which 10 must be raisedto producethe
numberin question.For example:

103 = 1000 and log1000 = 3.0

102.s = 316 andlog 316 = 2.5

10 o = 1,0 and log 1 = 0

100'3 = 2 and log 2 = 0.3

By using the logarithms of our ratios, we can form a new measurement
scale in which an increaseof 1.0 representsa tenfold Increasein the ratio.
All of our ratios can now be represented between the numbers 0,0 and
20.0; i.e., log 1.0 = 0,0 and log (1.0 x 1020) = 20.0. The unit for these
types of" measurement scales is the bel, named after Alexander G. Bell,
inventor of the telephone. Each 1-bel increase in the measurerepresents
a tenfold increase over the last measure. Abel turns out to be a rather

large unit, so for convenience,the bel is divided into 10 subunits cafied
decibels,abbreviated dB. Using a decibel scaleour rangeis now between

_. 0.0 and 200.0 rather than between 0.0 and 20.0. Thesekinds of scales

are standard in the electronics and acoustical industr[esfor measuring
ratios of powers or quantities proportional to power suchas vollage or

: soundpressure,These types oFmeasurementsare called lewis. By definition,
:1

* Measured uantlt
evelinbes=log Q ,Y •

._ A (Reference Quan ,ty)

To expressthelevel in decibelsw0 multiply by ten. Thus,

.... ( MeasuredQuantity_
A level n aeelbels= u Og_ReferenceQuantity)'

As previously mentioned, sound pressure (SP) can be measuredmore con-
veniently and accurately than sound power, it can be shown mathemati-
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tally that sound intensity, or sound power, variesproportionally Io the
squ_r¢of Ihe soundpressure.

Mathematically,

Sound Intensity

Intensity Level = 10 log (Reference inzensit_)dB.
/ \SP

Sound PressureLevel (SPL) = 10 Iog_S-_r¢f )
dB.

The Io,_of a quantity squaredis equal to twice the log of Ihe quantity;
therefore,

The reference sound pressure(SPref) usedin acousticsis 20 micropascals,
which ideally in air is tile pressur0equiv,dent of 10"12 watts/m2 (th_
threshold of human hearing). Power levelsor intensitiescan be computed
from sound pressurem_lsurements. A 20-dB increasein the soufldpressure
level (SPL) representsa tenfold increasein the soundpressure(SP), For
0xample, compare a measurementof 120 dB overall SPL to 60 dB overal]
SPL. Although 120 dB ts only twico tile numericalvalue o1"60 dB, the
soundpressurerequired to produce 120 dB is 1000 times the soundpressure
requ]redto produce60 dB.

There area few rules to rememberwhenusingthe decibel

1. The decibel is used to expressratios. The refcrenc_ quantity
mustbe specified,

2. In acoustics, th_ reference sound pressureis 20 micropascals.

3. Power levelsare not easily measuredbut are usually computed
from measuredSPLs.



Combining Noise Levels

Because they are logarithmic, decibels are not additive. If two similar

noise sources produce the same amount of noise (say 100 dB each), the

total noise level will be 103 dB, not 200 dB. Figure 5 provides a guide

to the addition of decibels, The following example using Figure 5 as a basis,

provides an illustration of the way in which the noise levels of multiple
sources would be added.

c

Figure .5

New
Source by itself Difference Amount to be added Total

100dB 1dO .... 2.7dB 103,7 dB
+101 dB ...................

+100d0 ...... 3.7dB ,,. 1.6dB ............. 105.3dB

+ 96dB ...... 9.3d0 ,.. 0.4dB ............. 105,7d0

A ttenuatlon With Dlstonce

Sound attenuates a_cord_ng to the Inverse squat_ law: sound Intensity

decreases inversely with the squar0 of the distance from the source. In other

words, each time the distance from the noise source doubles, the sound
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pressure is halved. This phenomenon produces a decrease of aboul 6 dB

each time the distance from the source is doubled. When frequency is

taken into account _long with attenuation wilil distance, it is seen that

higher frequency sound dissipates at a greater rate than does low fro-

qucncy sound (Figure 6). Figure 6 does not take into account attenuation

resulting from wind gradients, temperature gradients, ground cover, etc,
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: Human Hearing and Acoustics

[n laboratory experiments,it wasfound that the "absolut0" threshold
of, hearing in young adults correspondedto a pressureof about 0.0002

/ dyne/era2, This reference 1ovelwas determined in a quiet ambient noise
: atmosphere and at the most acute frequency range of human hearing,

between 1000 and 4000 Hz. The generalrange of,human hearingisusually
defined as being between 20 and 20,000 Hz. Frequenciesbelow 20 Hz
are callled infrasonic,with frequenciesbetween 20 and 20,000 Hz called
sonic or referred to as the audible f,requcncy area. Frequenciesabove
20,000 Hz (some textsrefer to above15,000) are calledultrasonic.

The loudnessof, sound (sensation)depends upon the intensity, but
it alsodependsupon the frequencyof the sound and the characteristicsof
the human ear. The intensity of soundis a purely physicalquantity, where-
as, the loudnessdependsalso upon the characteristicsof the car.Thus, the
intensity of a given soundstriking the ear of a normal hearingpersonand
of a hard.of-hearing person might be the same, but the loudnesssensation
would be quite dif,ferent. Again,-a 100-Hz tone that is barely audiblehas
about 5000 times the intensity of a 1000.Hz tone that is equally loud,
i.e., barely audible,whereas100.Hzand 1000-Hz toneswould soundequally
loud at a lO0-dB level.The relationship between frequency Intensity and
loudnessis quite Involved.We do have,however,a senseof, relativeloudness
so that there is a fair measureof,agreementamongtrainedobserversin their
judgmentsas to when one soundisone-half,one-third, andso on asloud as
another, The question is of'Ion askod, "Suppose we reduce the intensity
level of a noise by 10 decibels, what percentage reduction in loudness
have we obtained?" The answeris that it dependson what the Initial level

' was. Figure 7 can be used to give an approximate answer for different
valuesof' the original level.

_: When human ear responseto frequency and Intensity is plotted, we
find tbat the responseis not linear and that it varieswith sensationlevel.
Figure 8, an equal loudnesschart, demonstratesthis responsecharacteris-

ii tic. The equal Ioudne._s/eve# in Figure g werc defined as the intensity
required to make a given test tone seem equally as loud as the reference
ton_, which was the 1000 Hz reference.The unit of loudnesslevel that is

used to plot the data is called the phon. Thus_the loudnesslevel in pitons
of any sound of that frequency is equal to its intensity level in decibels.
Generally, the following ls noted from the equal loudnesscurves:

1. At low Intensity levels,high f,requencytones sound louderthan
low frequencytonesof the sameintensity.
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2. At high [mensiw levels, all tones of the same intensily soulld
almost equally loud, regardlessof"their frequency.

3. At low intensity levels,a given changein intensity level produces
a larger changein loudnessat low frequenciesthan at high Ire.
quencies.

4. At high intensity levels,a given changeIn intensity levelproduc_s
practically the same changein loudnessregardlessof Ir_quency.

Audlometry

The "Absolute Zero" level of hearing determined in the laboratory
was found Io be 16 to 20 dB too low lot a +'Normal Population" Audio-
metric Zero, Thus, the American Audiometric Zero is about 20 dB above
thezero basedon the 0,0002 dyne/cm2 reference.

The intensity (loudness)scaleon most audiometershas a rangeof
from -10 dB through 0 dBand up Io 100 dB, with the maximum intensity
range dependent on Ihe particular test frequency. Frequencies below
1000 Hz and above4000 Hz usuallydo not havea full 100 dB (on audio-
meter intensity scale). These maximum intensity limits should always be
noted whenevertesting the hearing of a person having a severeloss of
hearing. The maxknum Intensity limits, if they exist, are usually marked
below the frequency Indicatorscaleon the audiometer.

The majority of audiometer intensity scalesare calibrated tn S.dB
steps: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, etc. And, even if the audinmeter hasa variable
intensity control, usually the5.dB stepsarc still recorded.

The speechreception thresholdwas also found to be approximately
16 to 20 dB above the 0.0002 dyne/era_ reference.Thus, the audiometric
zero for speechmaterial is about the same as the audiommric reference
for lO00.Hz testfrequency area.

Human Response To Noise

Generally, any unwanted sound is referred to as noise. Thus, noise
does not necessarilyimply that the sound field is loud. It is the attributes
making up a noise that det0rmine whether it Is annoying, Some of the
main attributes are:

1. Thefrequency spectrum,broadbandor narrowband
2. Intensity levels

I
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3. Modulation characteristics
4. Time and place of the occurrenceof the noise
5. Duration of the noise(short or continuous)
6. Individual background.

The frequency spectrum of sound refers to the breakdown of acoustic
energyfrom 20 through 10,000 Hz. Thisbreakdownis usuallyaccomplished
by measuringacoustic energy, or sound pressure levels, in eight octave
bands,the most common of which are (in Ifz):

BandNumber 1 20 through 75
BandNumber 2 75 through150
BandNumber 3 150 through300
BandNumber 4 300 through 600
BandNumber 5 G00through 1200
BandNumber 6 1200 through 2400
BandNumber 7 2400 through 4800
BandNumber 8 4800 through 9600 (10,000)

The most significant bands regarding possiblehazardous effecls on man
arebands4, 5, 6, and 7 (300 through 4800 Hz).

Obviously, intensity is a factor in dQtermining deleterious effects
on humans, as indicated in the table below. But frequency, too, must be
conddered, especially whore one is trying Io gaugucharacteristicsofannoy-
ance. Generally, higher frequency noise is more annoying at equal Inten-
siti_s,than tower intenshy noise.

Intensity Levels and Human Speech-Hearing

d__B
140 Threshold of pain
130 Feeling of tickle
120 Average thresholdof discomfort for pure tones
110 Loud shoutat 1 ft distance

100 Discomfort for speechbeginsaroundthis 10wl
90

80 Loud speech
70

60 Averagespeechconversationallevel
50

40 Faint speechat 3 ftdistance
30 Whisper (average)

12



20 Veryquietspeech(faint)
I0

0 Thresholdofhearing (youngadult)

Speech Interference Level (S/L)

The numerical average of the sound pressure revel (SPL) readings
L in the 600-1200, 1200-2400, and 2400-4800 octave bands has b_cn em-

piricalry shown to correlate with the subjectiveleverof speech interference.

Figure 9 indicatesthe communication interference causedby variousgrLs.
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GLOSSARY

A-WEIGHTED SOUND LEVEL-The ear does not respond equally to
frequencies,hut is lessefficient at low and high frequenciesthan it
is at medium or speech range frequencies.Thus, to obtain a single
number representing the sound level of a noise containinga wide
rangeof frequenciesin a manner representativeof the ear'sresponse,
it [s necessary to reduce the effects of the low and high frequencies
with respect to the medium frequencies.The resultant _und level is
said to be A-weighted, and the units are dB. A popular method of
indicating the A-weighted units is dBA. The A-weighted sound level
level is also called the noise level. Sound level meters have an A-

weigh flag network For measuring A-weighted sound level.

ABSORPTION-Absorption is a property of materials that reduces the
amount of sound energy reflected. Thus, the introduction of an
"absorbent" into the surfacesof a room will reducethe soundpres-
sure level in that room by virtueof the fact [hat soundenergy strik-
ing the room surfaceswill not be totally reflected. It should bc
mentioned that this is an entirely different process from that of
transmission loss through a material, which delermines how much
sound gets into the room via the walls, ceiling,and floor. The effect
of absorption merely reduces the resultant sound level in the room
producedby energy that hasalreadyentered therootll.

ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT-A measure of sound-absorbingability
of a surface. This coefficient is defined as the fraction of incident

sDund energy absorbed or othcrwBe nut i_flucted by tho surface.
Unless otherwise specified, a diffuse sound field is assumed.The
values of sound.absorption coefficient usually range from about
0.01 for marble slate to almost 1.0 for long absorbing wedges such as
are usedin anechoicchambers.

ACCELEROMETER (ACCELERATION PICKUP)-An electroacoustic
Iransduccr that respondsto the acceleration of the surfaceto which
the transduceris altached, and deliversessentiallyequivalentelectric
WaVeS,
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ACOUSTICAL POWER-See soundpower.

ACOUSTICS-(1) The scienceof sound,Including the generation, Iransmis-
sion, and effects of soundwaves,both audible and inaudible. (2) Tile
physical qualities of a room or other enclosure (suchas size,shape,
amount of noise) that determine the audibility and perception of
speechand music,

AIRBORNE SOUND-Sound that reachesthe point of interest by propaga-
tion throughair.

AI R FLOW RESISTANCE-See flow resistance.

AMBIENT NOISE LEVEL-Tbo ambient noise level Follows the usage of
the word "ambient" throughout the environmenlal sciences(except
acoustics).That is, the ambient noise level is that level that exists
at any Instant, regardlessof source.

ANALYSIS-The analysisof a noise generallyrefers to the examination of
Ihe composition of noise in its various frequency bands, such as
octavesor third-octavobands.

ANECIIOIC ROOM-An anecboic room is one whose boundaries have

been designed (with acoustically absorbent materials) Io absorb
nearly all the sound incident on i[s boundaries, thereby affording
a te_t room essentiallyfree from reflected sound,

ANTINODE (LOOP)-A point, linc_or surfaceIn a standingwave where
the vibration or sound pressurehasmaximum amplitude,

ARTICULATION INDEX (AI)-A numerically calculated measureof the
intelligibility of transmitled or processedspeech.It takes into account
the limitations of the transmissionpath and the background noise.
The articulation index can range in magnitude between 0 and 1.0.
If th0 AI is lessthan 0.1, speech]nlelligibility is generally low. If it
isabove0,6, speechIntellig[biliW isgenorallyhigh.

AUDIOFREQUENCY-The frequency of oscillationof an audiblesinewave
of sound; any frequency b0twecn 20 and 20,000 Hz. See also fre-
quency.

AURAL-Of or pertaining to theearor hearing.
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AUDIOGRAM-A graph showinghearing loss as a function of frequency.

AUDIOMETER-An instrument for measuringhearingsensitivityof hearing
loss,

BACKGROUND NOISE-The total of all noise in a system or situation,
independent of the presence of the desired signal. In acoustical
measurements,striclly speaking,Ihe term "background noise" means
electrical noise in the measurement system. However, in popular
usagethe term "background nois_" is also usedwith the samemean-
ingas "residual noise."

BAFFLE-A baffle is a shieldingstructure or series of partitions used
to increase the effective length of the external transmission path
between two points in an acoustic system, For exampl0, baffles
may be used in soundtraps (as in air conditioning ducts) or in auto-
motive mufflers to decreasethe sound transmitted while affording
a path for air flow.

BAND-A segmentof the frequencyspectrum.

BAND CENTER FREQUENCY-The designated(geometric)mean fre-
quencyof a band of noiseor olher signal. For example, 100OHz is
the band center frequency for the octave band that exlends from
707 Hz to 1414 Hz, or Forthe Ihird.octave band that extends from
891 Hz to 1123 HZ.

BAND PRESSURE (OR POWER) LEVEL-The pressure_orpowerJ level
for the sound cent,tined within a specified frequency band. The
band may be specified eilher by its lower and upper cutoff fre-
quencies,or by its geometriccenter frequency. The width of the
band is often indicated by a prefalory modifier; e.g., octave band,
third.octaveband, lO-Hz band,

DOOM CARPET-The area on the ground underneath an aircraft flying
at supersonicspeedsthat is hit by a sonic boom of specified mag-
nitude.

BROADBAND NOISE-Noise with components over a wide range of
frequencios.
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C.WEIGHTED SOUND LEVEL (dBC)-A quantity, in decibels, read from
a standard sound-level meter that is switched to the weighting nut.
work labeled "C'. The C.woighting nelwork weighs the frequencies
between 70 Hz and 4000 Hz uniformly, but below and above these
limits, frequencies are slightly discriminated against. Generally, C-
weighted measurementsare essentially the same as overall sound-
pressure levels,which require no discrimination at any frequency.

COINCIDENCE EFFECT-The coincidence effect occurs when the wave-
length of the bendingwave In a panel coincides with the length of
an incident sound waveat the angle at which it strikes the panel.
At any particular frequencypthis effect can occur only if the wave
in air is traveEng at a particular angle with respect to the surface
of the panel. Underthiscondition, a high degreeof couplingisachiev-
ed between the bending wave in the panel and the soundin the air.
When the coincidenceeffect occurs, the transmission loss for the
panel isgreatly reduced.See_lsocritical frequency.

COMMUNITY NOISE EQUIVALENT LEVEL-Community N0[_eEquiva-
lent Level(CNEL) isa scale that takes accountof all the A.wdghtcd
acoustic energy receivedat a point, from all noise ewnts causing
noise levels above some prescribedvalue. Weightingfactors are in-
cluded that place greater importance upon nu[seeventsoccurring
during the cveninghours (7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.) and evengreater
importance upon noise eventsat night (10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.).

COMPOSITE NOISE RATING--Composite noise rating (CNR) is a scale
that takes account of the totality of all aircraft operations at an
airport In quantifying the total aht:Jart noise environment. It was the

earliest method for evaluating compatible land use around airports
and is still in wide use by the Department of Defense in predicting

noise environments around military airfields. Basically, to calculate
a CNR value, one begins with a measure of the maximum noise magni-
tude from each aircraft flyby and adds weighting factors that sum

the cumulative effect of all flights. The scale used to describe In-
dividual noi_ event_ Is perceived notse level (In PNdB); the term

accounting for number of flights is 10 tog 1ON (where N is th0 number

of flight opera0ons), and each night operation counts as much as 10

daytime operations. Very approximately, the noise exposur_ level at a
point expressed in the CNR scale will be num_,rically 35-37 dB higher
than if expressedInthe CNEL _calo.
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CONTINUOUS SOUND SPECTRUM-A continuous sound spectrum is
compo_d Of components Ihat are continuouslydistributcd over
a frequency region,

CRITERION-A criterion,in Federal environmenlal u_age, isa slatement of
the cause and effect relationship between a given levelof pollutant
andspecific effects on human fife.

CRITICAL FREQUENCY-The critical frequencyIsthelowestfrequency
at which the coincidenceeffectcan occur,At thisfrequency,the
coincidence angle is 90°, that is, the sound wave is traveling parafi_l
to the surface of the panel, Below this frequency, the wavelength In
air isgreaterthanthebondingwavelengthinthepanel.

CUTOFF FREQUENCIES-The frequenciesthat mark the endsof a band,
or at whloh the ¢haractoristicsof a filter changefrom passto no-pass.

CYLINDRICAL DIVERGENCE-Cylindrical divergence is the condition
of propagation of cylindrical wav0sthat accountsfor the regular de-
crease in Intcns[ly of a cyfindfica] wave at progressively greater
distancesfrom thesource,Underdds condition,thesound.pressure
level decreases3 decibels wilh each doubling of dislance from the
source,geealsosphericaldivergence,

CYLINDRICAL WAVE-A cylindrical wave is a wave in which the surfaces
of constant phasearecoaxial cyfindc_s.A line of closely-spacedsound
sourcesradiating Into an open spaceproduee_,a free sound field of
cylindrical waves,Seealso cylindrical divergence,

CYCLES PER SECOND-A measure of frequency numerically equivalent
to Hertz.

DAMAGE RISK CRITERION-A statemont of noise levels(including fre-
quency, duration, intormittancy_ and other factors) above which
permanent hearing toss of at leasta specified amount is likely to be
sustainedby a person (to a giv0n degree of probability). See also
hearingloss,criterion.

DAMPING-The dissipation of energy with time or distance. The term is
generally applied to the attenuation of sound In a structure owing
to the Internal sound.dissipativeproperties of the structure or owing
to the addition of sound-dissipativematerials.
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DECIBEL-The decibel (abbreviated "dB") is a measure,on a logarithmic
scale,of themagnitudeofa partlcularquantity(suchassoundpres.

sure_ sound power, intensity) with respect to a standard referc,nce
value (0.0002 microbars for sound pressureand 10-12 watt for sound
power).

/
DIFFUSE SOUND FIELD-The presenceof many reflected waves(echoes)

in a room (or auditorium) having a wry small amount of sound
absorption, arising from repeated reflections of sound in various
directions. In a diffuse field, the soundpressur0level,averagedover
time, is everywhere the sameand the flow of soundenergy isequally
probable inall directions.

DIRECTIVITY INDEX-In a siren direction from a sound source, the
difference in decibelsbetween (a) the sound-pressure[_vcl produced
by the source in that direction, and (b) the space-averagesound-
pressurelevelof that murce, measuredat the samedistance.

DIRECTIVITY PATTERN-The directivity pattern of a source of sound
is the hypothetical surface inspaceover which the sound pressure
levelsproduced by the _urce areconstant. Seealsodirectivity index.

DOPPLER EFFECT (DOPPLER SHIFT)-The apparent upward shift in
frequency of a sound as a noise sourceapproaches the ]islencr (or
vice versa), and the apparentdownward shift when the noisesourc_
recedes, The classicexample is the change in pitch of a railroad
whistle asthe locomotive approachesand passesby.

DUCT LINING OR WRAPPING-Usually a sheet of porousmaterial placed
on the Inner or outer wail(s)of a duct to introducesound attenuation
and heat insulation. It is often used in air conditioning systems. Lin.
in_s are more effective in attenuating sound that travels inside along
th0 length of a duct, while wrappingsare moreeffective in prevent.
ins sound from beingradiated from the duct sidewallsinto surround.
Insspaces.

EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL (EPNL)-A physicalmeasure
designedtoestimatetheeffective"noisiness"ora singlenoiseevent
usually an aircraft fly-over; it Is derived from instantaneousPerceived
Noise Level (PNL) valuesby applying corrections for pure tones and
for the duration of the noise,
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ELECTROACOUSTICS--Thn scienceand lechnology of transforming sound
waves into currents in electrical circuits (and vice versa), by means
of microphones, loudspeakers, and electronic amplifiers and filters.

FAR FiELD-Consider any sound source in free spaCe.At a sufficient
distance from the source, Ihe sound pressure levelobeys the inverse-
square law (the soundpressuredecreases6 dB with each doubling of
distancefrom thesource).Also, the soundparticle velocilyis in phase
with the soundpressure,This regionis called the far field or the sound
source. Regionscloser to the source, where thesetwo conditions do

not hold, constitute the near field. In an enclosure,asopposed to free
space_there can also sometimesbe a far field region if there is not so
much reflecled sound that the near field and the reverberant field

m_rge,Seealsoreverberant field.

FILTER-A device that transmits certain frequency components of tbe
signal (sound or electrical) incident upon it, and rejectsolhor fro-
quancycomponentsor the incident signal

FLOW RESISTANCE-The flow resistance,of a porous material is one of
the most important quantifies determining the sound absorbing
charactcrisficsof the material. Flow resistance is a ralio of the pres-
sure differential across a sample of the porous material So the air
velocity Ihrough it.

FOOTPRINT (NOISE)-The shape and size of the _eographicalpattern of
of noise Impact that an aircraft makes on the ar0as nearan airport
while landingor taking off,

FREE SOUND FIELD (FREE FIELD)-A sound Enid In which the effects
of obstaclesor boundaries on sound propagated in that field are
P_gliglbln.

FREQUENCY-The number of times per second Ibat the sine-waveof
sound t0peats itself, or that Ihc sine.wave of a vibrating object re.
peats itselE Now expressedin ffcrtz (Hz), formerly in cyc/es per
second(cps).

FUNCTION-A quantity that varies as a result of varialions of another
quantity.
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FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY-The frequency with which a periodic
function reproduces itself, sometimes called the first harmonic
(sEealso harmonic).

GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION (or NORMAL DISTRIBUTION)-A term
used in statisticsto describethe extent and frequencyof deviations
or errors. The outstanding characteristics are a tendency to a maxi-
mum number of occurrencesat or near the cenler or mean point,
the progressivedecreaseof frequency of occurrence with distance
from the center, and the symmetry of distribution on either side
of the center, tn respectof randum noise, each fluctuation of ampli-
tude is an occurrence, whetherabove or below th_ mean level;the
peak value of each fluctuation is the error and the distribution of
errorswith time is Gaussian.

GRADIENT-A variation of the localspeed of sound with height above
ground or other measureof distancecausing refraction of sound.
It is most commonly causedby rising or falling temperature with
altitude or by differences in windspeed.

HARMONIC-A sinusoidal (pure-tone)component whose frequency is a
whole-number multiple of the fundamental frequency of the wave.
Ifa component has a frequencytwice that of the fundamental it is
called the secondharmonic.

HEARING DISABILITY-An actualor presumed inability, due to hearing
impairment, to remain employedat full wages.

HEARING HANDICAP-The disadvanlage imposed by a hearing impair-
ment sufficient to affect one's efficiency in the situation of every-
day living.

HEARING IMPAIRMENT-A deviationor change for the worse in either
hearing structure or function, usually outside the normal range;
Seehearingloss.

HEARING LOSS-At a specified frequency, an amount, in decibels,by
which the threshold of audibility for that ear exceedsa certain spcc[-
fled audiometric threshold, that is to say, the amount by which a
person'shearing is worse than some seJectednorm. The norm may
be the thresholdestablishedat someearlier time for that ear, or the
averagethresholdfor some largepopulation, or the thresholdselected
by somestandardsbody for audlom0tricmeasurements.
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HEARING LOSS FOR SPEECH_Tho difference in decibels hetween the

speech leve!f, at which Ihe "average normal" ear and a defective ear,
respectively, reach the same intelligibility, often arbitrarily set at
50 percent.

HERTZ-Unit of measurement of frequency, numerically equal to cycles
per second.

IMPACT-(1) An impact is a single collision of one mass in motion with
a secondmass that may he either in motion or at rest. (2) Impact
is a word used to expressthe extent or severityof an environmental
problem; e.g., the number of personsexposedto a given noise en-
vironment.

IMPACT INSULATION CLASS (IIC)-A single-figure rating that is in-
tended to permit the comparison of the impact sound insulating
merits of floor.ceiling assemblies in terms of a reference contour.

IMPACT SOUND-The sound arising from the impact of a solid object
on an interior surface (wall, floor, or ceiling)of a building. Typical
sourcesare footsteps,dropped objects,etc.

INFRASONIC-Of a frequency below the audioftequencyrange.

INVERSE-SQUARE LAW-The inverse-square law describes that acous-
tic situation where the mean-square pressurechanges in inverse
proportion to the square oF th_ distance from the source. Under
this condition, the sound-pressurelevel d0croases6 decibelswith
_aGhduuhl_ngof distance from the source. Seealso sph0rlcaldiver-
gence,

ISOLATION-See vibration i_,olamr,

JET NOISE-Noise produced by the exhaust of a jet into its surrounding
atmosphere. It Is generallyassociated with the turbulence generated
along the Interface between the jet stream and the atmosphere,

LIo LEVEL-The sound levelexceeded10 percent of the time. Corresponds
to peaks of noise in the time history of environmental noise in a
particularsetting.
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L50 LEVEL-The soundlevelexceeded50 percent of the time. Corresponds
to the averagelevelof norsein a particularsetting,over time.

Lgo LEVEL-The soundlevel exceeded90 percent of Ihe time. Corresponds
to the residualnoiselevel.

LEVEL-The value of a quantity in decibels.The level of an acoustical
quantity (sound pressureor sound power), in decibels, is 10 times
the logarithm (base 10) of the ratio of the quantity to a reference
quantity of the samephysical kind.

LINE SPECTRUM-The spectrum of a soundwhose componentsoccur at
a numberof discretefrequencies.

LIVE ROOM-One characterized by' an unusually small amount of sound
absorption.Seereverberationroom.

LOUDNESS-The judgment of intensity 0f a sound by a human being.
Loudnessdependsprimarily uponth0 sound pressureof the stimulus.
Over much of the loudnessrange it takes ahout a threefold increase
in sound pressure(approximately I0 dB) to producea doublingof
loudness.

' LOUDNESS LEVEL-The loudnesslevel of a sound, in phons,is numerl.
eally equal to the median sound pressurelevel, in decibels,relative
to 0.0002 mlcrobar, of a free progressivewaveof frequency lOOO
Hz presented to listeners facing the source, which in a number of
tri_ls is judgedby the listenersto beequally laud.

MACH NUMBER-The ratio of a speedof a moving element to the speed
of soundin the surroundingmedium.

MASKING-The action of bringing one sound (audible when hoard alone)
to inaudibility or to unintelligibility by the introductionof another
sound, It is most marked when th_ maskedsound is of higher fro.
quency than the maskingsound,

MASKING NOISE-A noise that is intenseenough to render inaudible or
unintelligible anothersound that issimultaneouslypresent.

MEAN FREE PATH-The averagedistance sound travels belw_en suc-
cessivereflections In a room.
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MEDIUM-A substancecarrying a soundwave,

MICROBAR-A microbar is a unit of pressure, equal to 1 dyne per square
cenlimcter.

MICROPHONE--An electroacoustic transducer that responds to sound
wavesand deliversessentiallyequivalentelectric waves.

NEAR FIELD-$c_ far field.

NODE-A point. I[_le.or surfacewhere a wavehaszero amplitude.

NOISE-Any sound that Is undesirablebecauseit interferes with speech
i and hearing_or Is intense enough to damage hearing,or is otherwise
] annoying.

NOISE CRITERION (NC) CURVES-Any of several versions (SC, NC,
NCA, PNC) of criteria used for raling the acceptab[lity of continuous
Indoor noiselevels, such as producedby air-handling systems.

NOISE EXPOSURE FORECAST-Noise exposure forecast (NEF) is a scale
(analogous to CNEL and CNR) that has been usedby the federal
government }n Jand use planning guides for use in connection with
airports.

In the NEF scale, the basic measure of magnitude for individual
noise events is the effective perceivednoise level (EPNL), in units
of EPNdB. This magnitude measure includes the effect or duration
per event, The terms accountingfor number of flights and for weight-
ing by time period are the sameas in the CNR scale. Very approxi-
mately, the noise exposure level at a point expressedin the NEF
scalewill be numericallyabout 33 dB lower than if expressedin the
CNEL scale.

NOISE INSULATION-See sound Insulation.

NORSE ISOLATION CLASS (NIC)-A single number rating deriwd in a
prescribed manner from the measured values of noise reduction.
It providesan evaluationof the soundisolation betweentwo enclosed
spacesthat ar_acousticallyconnected by one or more paths.
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NOISE LEVEL-See soundlevel,

NOISE AND NUMBER INDEX (NNI)-A measure based on Perceived
Noise Level, and with weighting factors added to account For the
number of noiseevents, and used (in some Europeancountflcs) for

+ rating the noiseenvironment nearairports.

NOISE POLLUTION LEVEL (LNp or NPL)-A measureof the total com-
muniw noise, postulated to be applicable to both Iraflic noise and
aircraft noise. It is computed from the "energy average"of the noise
level and the standard deviation of the time.varying noise level.

NOISE REDUCTION (NR)-The noise reducfion between two areas or
rooms is the numericaldifference, in decibels,of the averagesound
pressurelevelsin thos0 areasor rooms, A measurementof "noise re-
duction" combines the effect of the transmissionloss performance
of structures separatingthe two areasor rooms, plus the efl_ct of
acousticabsorptionpresentin the receivingroom.

NOISE REDUCTION COEFFICIENT (NRC)-A measure of the acous.
deal absorption performanceof a material, calculaled by averaging
its sound absorption coefficients at 250, S0O, lOB0, and 2000 Hz,
expressedto the nearest integral multiple of 0.05.

NORMAL DISTRIBUTION-See Gaussiandistribution.

NOYS-A unft usedin the calculationof PerceivedNoise Level,

OCTAVE-An octave is the interval between two soundshaving a basic
frequency ratio of two. For example, there are 8 octaveson the
keyboard of a standardpiano.

OCTAVE BAND-All of the components, in a sound spectrum, whose
frequenciesare between two sine,wavecomponentsseparatedby an
octave,

OCTAVE-BAND SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL-The integrated sound
pressure level of only those sine-wavecomponents in a specified
o_taveband, for a noiseor soundhavinga wide spectrum,
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OSCILLATION-The variation with time, alternately increasingand decreas-
ing, (a} of some fealur_ of an audible sound, such as Ihc sound pres-
sure, or (b) of some feature of a vibrating solid objecl, such asthe
displacement of its surface,

PARTIAL NODE-A partial node Is the point, line,or surfacein a standing
wave system where there is a minimum amplitude differing from
zero,

PEAK SOUND PRESSURE-The maximum instantaneoussound pressure
(a) for a transient or impulsive sound of short duration,or (b) in a
specifiedtime interval for asoundof longduration.

PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL (PNL)-A quantity expressedin decibels
that provides a subjective assessmentof the perceived"noisiness"
of aircraft noise. The units of PerceivedNoise Levelare Perceived
Noise Decibels,PNdB.

PERIOD-The duration of time it takes for a periodic waveform (lik¢ a
sinewave) to repeat itself.

PERMANENT THRESHOLD SHIFT (PTS)-See temporary thresholdshift.

PHASE-For a particular value of the Independentvariable,the fractional
part of a period throughwhich the independentvariabl0hasadvanced,
measuredfrom an arbitrary reference.

PHON-The unit of measurement for loudness level,

Phons = 40 + log2 sone.

PINK NOISE-Noise where level decreaseswith increasingfrequency to
yield constantenergyper octave of bandwidth,

PITCH-A listener'sperception of the frequency of a pure lone; the higher
the frequency, the higher the pitch.

PLANE WAVE-A wave whose wave fronts are parallel andperpendicular
to the direction in which the waw istravelling,

PNdB-See perceivednoiselevel.
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PRESBYCUSIS-The decline in hearingacuity that normally occurs as a
persongrowsolder,

PURE TONE-A sound wavewhosewaveform is that of a sine-wave.

RANDOM INCiDEr._E-If an object ts in a diffuse sound field, the sound
"% waves that comprise the sound field are said to strike the object

from all angles of Incidence at random. See also Gaussian distri.
buUon.

RANDOM NOISE-An oscillation whose instantaneous magnitude is not
specifiedfor any given instant of time. It canbedescribedin a stafis.
tica[ senseby probability distribution functions givingthe fraction
of the total time that the magnitudeof the noise lieswithin a sp_ci.
fled range,

RATE OF DECAY-Rate of decay is the timc rate at which the sound-
pressure level (or other stated characteristic, such as a vibration
level) decreasesat a given point and at a giventime after the source
is turned off. The comrooniy usedunlt is decibelsper second.

REFRACTION-The bending of a sound wave from Its original path,
either becauseit Is passingfrom one medium to another or because
([n air) era temperature or wind gradient In th_ medium.

RESIDUAL NOISE LEVEL-The term "residual noise" has beenadopted
to mean the noIsc that existsat a point as a result of thecombina-
tion of many distant sources, individually indistinguishable.In statis-
tical terms, it Is the level that exists90 percent of thetime, (Acous-
ticiansshouldnote it means the same level to which they have custo-
marIly applied that term "ambient.") See also background noise.

RESONANCE-The relatively large amplitude of vibration produced when
the frequency of some sourceof sound or vibration "matches" or
synchronizeswith the natural frequency of vibration of someobject,
component,or system.

RESONATOR-A resonatoris a devicethat resoundsor vibratesin sympa-
thy with somesourceof soundor vibration.

RETROFIT-The retroactive modification of an existing building or ma-
chine. In current usage, the most common application of the word
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'+retrofit" is to the question of modification of existing jet aircraft
enginesfor noiseabatementpurposes.

REVERBERANT FIELD-The region in a room where the reflected sound
dominates, as opposedto theregion closeto the noise sourcewhore
thedirectsounddominates.

REVERBERATION-The persistenceof sound in an enclosedspace,as a
result of multiple reflections, after the sound source hasstopped.

REVERBERATION ROOM-A room having a long reverberation time,
especiallydesignedto make thesound fidd insideit asdiffuse (homo-
geneous)aspossible.Also calleda liveroom.

REVERBERATION TIME (RT)-The reverberation time of a room is the
time taken for Ihe sound pressurelevel (or sound intensity) to de-
crease to one-millionth (60 dB) of its steady-statevalue when Ihe
sourceof soundenergy is suddenlyinterrupted. It is a measureof the
persistenceof an Impulsive sound in a teem and of the amountof
acousticalabsorptionpresent Insidethe room.

ROOM CONSTANT-The room constantis equal to (a) the product of the
average absorptioncoefficient of the room and the total internal
area of the room, divided by (b) the quantity one minus the average
absorptioncoefficient.

ROOT.MEAN.SQUARE (RMS)-The root-mean squarevalueo f a quantity
that is varyingas a function of time is obtainedby squaringthe func-
tion at each Instant,obtaining tltc avcrdgeof the squaredvaluesov_r
the interval of Interest,and taking the square root of this average.
For a sine wave,multiply the RMS value by V_', or about 1.43,
to get the peak valueof the wave. The RMS value, also called the
effective value of thesound pressure,is the best measureof ordinary
continuous soundj but the peak value [s necessaryfor assessmentof
impulsenoises.

SHIELDING-The attenuation of a sound by placing walls, buildings, or
other barriersbetweena sound sourceand the receiver.

SINE-WAVE-A sound wave,audible as a pure tone, in which the sound
pressureis a sinusoidalfunction of time.
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SONE-The unitof measurementforloudness.One soneisthe loudness

of a soundwhose level is 40 phons.

SONIC BOOM-The pressuretransient producedat an observingpoint by a
vehicl_ that is moving past (or over} it faster than thespeedof sound.

: SOUND-See acoustics(1).

SOUND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT-See absorption coefficient.

SOUND ANALYZER-A sound analyzer is a device for measuring the
band-pressurelevel or pressure-spectrumlevelofa soundasa function
offrequency.

SOUND INSULATION-(1) The use of structuresand materials designed
to reducethe transmissionof soundfrom oneroom or area to another

or from the exterior to the interior of a building, (2) The degreeby
which sound transmissionIs reducedby meansof sound insulating
structuresand mater]a[s.

SOUND LEVEL (NOISE LEVEL)-The weighted sound pressure level
obtained by useof a sound level meter havinga standardfrequency-
filter for attenuatingpart of the soundspectrum.

SOUND LEVEL METER-An Instrument, comprising a microphone, an
amplifier, an output meter, and frequency-weightingnetworks, that
ls used For the measurementof noise and sound levelsin a specified
manner,

SOUND POWER-The total amount of energy radiated into Iheatmospheric
air per unit time by a sourceof sound.

SOUND POWER LEVEL-The level of sound power, averaged over a
period of time, the reference being10-12 watts,

SOUND PRESSURE-(1) The minute fluctuations in atmospheric pres-
sure that accompany the passageof a sound wave; the pressure
fluctuations on the tympanic membraneare transmitted to the inner
ear and give rise to the sensationof audible sound. (2) For a steady
sound, the value of thesound pressureaveragedovera periodof time.
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(3) Sound pressureis usually measured(a) in dynes per squarecenti-
meter (dyn/cm2), or (b) in newtons per square meter (N/m2). T
N/m 2 = fO dyn/cm2 10-5 timesthe atmospheric pressure.

SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL-The root-rnean-squ_revalue of the pressure
fluctuations aboveand below atmospheric pressureduu to _ sound
wave; expressed in decibels re a reference pressureof 0,0002 micro-
bars (2 x 10"s newtons per squaremeter).

SOUND SHADOW-The acoustical equivalent of a fight shadow. A sound
shadowIsoften partial becauseof diffraction 0fleets.

SOUND TRANSMISSION CLASS (STC)-The preferred single figure
ratingsystemdeslgnedzoglvean estimateof the soundinsulation

properzlcsof a parHdon or a rank ordering of a serieso( partJlions.
IZ is intended for use primarily when speechand office noisu con-
stitute Ihe princlpa]noise problem.

SOUND TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT-The fraction of Incident sound

energy transmitted through a strwcturalconfiguration.

SOUND TRANSMISSION LOSS (TRANSMISSION LOSS (TL))-A mea-
sure of sound insulation provldodby a structural configuration. Ex-
pressedin decibels,it is 10 times the logarithm to the base10 of the
reciprocal of the sound transmission_efficient of" the configuration.

SPACE-AVERAGE SOUND-PRESSURE LEVEL-The space-averagesound
pressurelevel is the sound.pressurelevel averagedover all directions
ata constant distancefrom the source.

SPECTRUM-The description a sound wave'sresolution into components,
each of differcnz frequency and (usually) different amplitude and
phase,

SPEECH-INTERFERENCE LEVEL ISIL)-A calculated quanUW provid-
ing a guide to the Interfwringeffect of a noiseon reception of speech
communication. The speechqntcfferonce level is the arithmetic
averageof the octave.band sound-pressurelevels of the interfering
noise in the most important part of the speech frequency range.
The levels in _he three octave.frequency bands centered at 500,
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1000, and 2000 Hz are commonly averagedto determinethe speech-
interference level. Numerically, the magnitudesof aircraft sounds
in the speech-interferencelevelscalearc approximately 18 to 22 dB
less than thc samesound In the perceivednoise levelscale in PNdB,

g SPEED (VELOCITY) OF SOUND IN AIR-The speedof sound in air is
344 m/secor 1128 if/see at78°F.

SPHERICAL DIVERGENCE-Spherical divergence Is the condition of
propagationof spherical waves that relates to the regular decrease
in intensity of a sphericalsound waveat progressivelygreaterdis-
tances from the source, Under this condition the sound-pressure
level decreases6 decibelswith each doubling of distance from the
source,Seealsocylindrical divergence,

SPHERICAL WAVE-A sound wave in which the surfacesof constant

phaseare concentric spheres.A small (point) source radiatinginto
an openspaceproducesa freesoundfieldof sphericalwaves.

SPL-See soundpressurelevel,

STANDARD-(I) A prescribed method of measuring acoustical quan-
titles, Standards in this _nsc are promulgatedby professionaland
scientific societies like ANSi, SAE, ISO, etc., as well as by other
groups. (2) In the sense used in Federal environmental statutes,
a standardis a specific statement of permitted environmental con-
ditions.

STANDING WAVE-A periodic sound wave having a fixed distribution
in space,the result of interference of travelingsound wavesof the
samefrequencyand k/nd. Suchsoundwavesarecharacterizedby the
existence of nodes, or partial nodes, and ant[nodesthat are fixed
in space.

STEADY-STATE SOUNDS-Sounds whose averagecharacteristics remain
constant In time, An example of a steady-statesound is an air con-
ditioning unit.

STRUCTUREBORNE SOUND-Sound that reachesthe point of interest,
over at leastpart of its path, by vibrationof a solidstructure.
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SUBHARMONIC-A sound component of frequency a whole number of
times less than the fundamental frequency of the sounds_complex
wave.

TAPPING MACHINE-A device that producesa standard impulsivenoise
by letting weights drop a fixed distanceonto the I]oor. Usedin tests
measuringthe isolation from impacl noise providedby variousDoor-
ceiling constructions.

TEMPORARY THRESHOLD SHIFT (TTS)-A temporary impairment of
hearing capability as Indicated by an increase in the threshotd of
audibility, By definition, the _ar recoversafter a given period of
time. Sufficient exposuresto noiseof sufficient intensity, from which
the ear never completely recovers,will lead to a permanent threshold
shift (PTS), which constituteshearingloss.Seehearingloss,threshold
shift, thresholdof audibility.

THIRD-OCTAVE BAND-A frequ¢ncy band wilose cutoff frequencies
have a ratio of 2 to the one-third power, which is approximately
1.26. The cutoff frequenciesof 891 Hz and 1112 Hz define a third.
octaveband in commonuse.Seealsobandcenter frequency.

THRESHOLD OF AUDIBILITY (THRESHOLD OF DETECTABILITY)-
The minimum sound-pressurelevel at which a person can hear a
specifiedsoundfor a specifiedfraction of trials.

THRESHOLD SHIFT-An increasein a hearing thresholdlevel that results
from exposure to noise.

TONE-A sound of definite pitch. A pure lone hasa sinusoida]waveform.

TRAFFIC NOISE INDEX (TNI)-A measure of the noise environment
created by vehicular traffic on highways;It is computed from mea-
sured values of the noise levelsexceeded10 percent and 90 percent
of the time.

TRANSMISSION LOSS-See soundtransmissionloss,

TRANSDUCER-A devicecapableof being actuatedby waves from one or
more transmissionsystems or media and supplying related waves
to one or more other transmissionsystemsor media. Examplesare
m]crophones_acceleromcters_andloudspeakers,
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TTS-Seo temporary thresholdshift.

ULTRASONIC-Pertaining to sound frequenciesabove the audible sound
spectrum(in general, higher than 20,000 Hz).

VIBRATION ISOLATOR-A resilient support for machinery and other
| equipment that might be a source of vibration, designed to reduce

theamount of vibration transmitted to the buildingstructure.

WAVEFORM-A presentation of some feature of a sound wave,e.g., the
sound pressure,as a graphshowing the moment-by-moment variation
of soundpressurewith time.

WAVEFRONT-An imaginary surfaceof a sound wave on its way through
the atmosphere. At all points on the wavefront, the wave is of equal
amplitudeand phase.

WAVELENGTH-For a periodicwave (suchassoundin air), th0 perpendic.
u[ar distancebetween analogouspoints on any two successivewaves.
The wavelengthof sound In air or in water is inversely proportional

; to the frequency of the sound. Thus, the lower the frequency, the
longerthewavelength.

WHITE NOiSE-Noise whoseenergy is uniform over a wide rangeof fro.
qucncles,being analogous in spectrum characteristicsto while light.

,= e,
Whltenoisehasa hissing sound. Seealsobroadbandnoise.

! WRAPPING-See duct liningor wrapping.
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